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Description
The actual plugin table of content (toc) seems to work only within structure. It is a bit confusing as the plugin is always available (even when you don't use and didn't enabled structures). If the user miss the little text that says it work with structure from the plugin help modal then it can turn into hours of frustrations. 

"Note: from the plugin modal editor window it is not possible to understand it work with structures only).

It would be nice if we can use it without being in a structure, to set a table of content on a single page. A table that could be designed per usage.

The alternative to use auto-toc is too heavier IMO and still doesn't clean the confusion of having a common plugin you can't use. (most of other competitor of Tiki just have this working on any page in a few clicks).

PS: I found impressive we have so many ticket for the table of content (common and easy to use feature) for 2018.
Importance
7

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
35

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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Comments

Marc Laporte 29 Sep 18 16:16 GMT-0000
Just to be sure you know:

toc is for linking to several distinct pages
autotoc and maketoc is headers within one page

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 30 Sep 18 07:10 GMT-0000
Thanks Marc for the headup on something I don't use a lot you made me study it and the use cases. ;)
(I was primary trying to help follow tikiers)

I understand now they can be a lot of confusion between the different "table of content" related options there is in Tiki.
Basic search on table at: tiki-admin.php
Table of contents print advanced
Plugin Table of Contents (Structure) textarea advanced
Wiki auto-toc
Inline plugin Table of Contents (Structure)
Inline auto-toc

(maketoc is no-show)
I’ll edit this ticket and add some informations to the docs.
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